
JRF (Quality, Reliability & Operations Research):2016
INDIAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE

INSTRUCTIONS

The test is divided into two sessions (i) Forenoon session and

(ii) Aftemoon session. Each sessipn is for two hours. For the forenoon

session question paper, the test Qode is MMA and for the afternoon
session question paper, the test cope is QRB. Candidates appearing for
JRF (QROR) should verifu and erpsure that they are answering the right
question paper.

For test MMA, see a different $ooklet. For test QRB, refer to this
Booklet only.

The test QRB is of short answer fype. It has two groups. A candidate

has to answer two of the four quqstions from Group A and three of the

eight questions from Group B.

OUTLINE OF THE SYLLABUS FOR QRB

The syllabus for JFR (QROR) willlinclude the following subject groups:

L Group A

i) Mathematics

ii) Statistics(includingProbability)

2 Group B

i) OperationsResoarcfr

ii) Quality Managemept

iii) Reliability
iv) Statisticdl Quality Qontrol

A broad coverage for each of the above subject groups is given below.



Mathematics: Algebra, C
trices (all at B.Sc. level).

Ius, Set theory, Vectors arrd ma-

B. Statistics: Elementarv 0ro and distribution theory, Bi-
normal distribution, Regres-variate distributions, Multi

sion and linear models, Egti n, Test of hypothesis, Design of
experiments (block desig4, f
Markov chain.

and fractional factorial designs),

C. Operations Research: lLin programming (basic theory, sim-

, duality theory, transportationplex algorithm and its
and assignment problem), N -linear programming-basic theory,
Game theory (two person

D. Quality Management :

Quality Management, Six

sum game).

ty concepts, Quality costs, Total
6.

E. Reliability: Coherent and system reliability, Hazard
function, Failure time disitri ion, Censoring schemes, Estima-
tion and testing in reliabilit
system.

Replacement models, Repairable

F. Statistical Quality Cont
attribute and variable co

(CUSUM, EWMA etc.) (u variate only), Multivariate control
chart, Process capability an
pling.

ysis, QC tools, Acceptance sam-

ol: Statistical process control -
charts, Control chart with memory



Sample Questions for roup A (Mathematics)

(u) Let f (r) : 3r4 * 4r3 -
maximum value of / in
convex on the interval

Let an. > 0 for n) I.
that lpt 1ft is diver

- 4r * 5 for r € [- 1, 1]. Find the
interval [-1, 1]. Is the function /

(b)

2. (u)

(b)

ppose Df:ta" is divergent. Show
t.

LetBbeanonsingul matrix of order n and D : B'8.
hen r:0.Show that if r'Dr :0,

Letf:Z---+RwhereZ the set of all integers and Ii is the
that l'(n)+ f (n-t)+f (n-2) : sset of al1 real numbers s

forallneZandl(0)
Consider the set

1. Find the value of l|!1, /(k).

A: {u: 75r * 27y : r y are integers, 0 ( u < 4000).
Find the number of in A.

uences of real numbers such that
rz ---r oo. Show that rn ) 0 and

Let A be a 3 x 3 rea,l rix such that A2: 0. What is the
maximum possible rank

(") Prove that if aI,a2,..., are positive numbers, then

(")

3. (u) {r.} and {y,} are two
Zrl + nnUn * 2a?, -' O

An+0'
(b)

(ot+oz+"'+

Consider the sequence { "+4"1i, fl:L,2,...\.
the seouence is bound and decreasins.

LetA€RmxnandD: A'. Define

Show that rt Ar ) 0 Yr

> n2.

Show that4. (u)

(b)

I n -Al
lA' 0lA



(c) Find
tions:

the global mi s (if any) for the following fu6rc-

i) f(*,U):e"-Y
Lx) I\r,a): e* "

"u-', and

ettta.

5. (u) Lef Q denote the set rational numbers. For given con-
stants a.b.c. define the ion / on real numbers:

ar if neQ
c-br if reQ

Derive necessary and
a.b. c for each of the

i) /isacontinuous

conditions on the constants
ng cases:

(b)

i.i,) f is continuous y at one point and

iii) f is nowhere conti

Let

s(t) : f
Jo

Find g'(zr).

(c) Find the total number o
satisfying

forf>0.

{1,2,... ,7} - {-1,1i

f(i)>1.



Sample Questions Group A (Statistics)

1. Suppose die A has 4 red

the die results in a red face. takes the vaiue 0 otherwise.

i) Find the probability m function of Xa.

ii) Calculate the correlati between X1 and X7.

2 red faces and 4 green f
unbiased. An experiment is
coin. If the toss results in a
while if the toss of the coin
repeatedly. For k : I,2,3,
random variable such that X

ir(") : 
{

(a) Find the best linear un
on X and Y.

and 2 green faces while die B has
Assurne that both the dice are
ted with the toss of an unbiased

, then die A is rolled repeatedly
ts in a Tail, then die B is rolled

. , define Xp to be the indicator
takes the value 1 if the k-th roll of

Write the
What is its

, if 01r<-0
otherwise,

BLUE of d based on the 2n obser-

2. Fold over a 25-2 design to
complete defining relation

truct a 26-2 design.
the resulting design.

resolution? Is the resulting d gn a minimal design?

Let X1ry, X12; and Xlsy be
of size 3 from

order statistics of a random sample

for 0 < 0 < n. LetTt: a g)t Tz : a2Xpl and 7s : o.sXp1

be unbiased estimators of I where er, a2 and a3 are suitable
positive numbers. Find the ues of er, e2 and a3. Compare the
efficiencies of 71, T2 and Ts.

4. Consider independent rando
and U3 - .1y'(0,1). Suppose
X:Ur*UzandY:Uz*

variables Ut - N (0,7), U, - l/(0, 1)

variables are unobservable, but
s are observed.

(b)

(")

ased estimator (BLUE) of 0 based

BLUE obtained in part (a).

If independent paired es (Xr, Y), i:1, . . . , rz are gen-

Find the variance of th

erated as above, find t
vations.



(d) Provide an exact con ;e irrterval for' I
probability 0.95, based
part (c).

on the observations
with covelage
mentioned in

5. (u) A secretary goes to fbllowing one of the three routes
A, B and C. Her choi of route is independent of weather.

ty of arriving late following ,4, B
0.12, respectively. The correspond-

If it rains. the or
and C are 0.06, 0.15
ing probabilities if it not rain are 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15.
Assume that, on an ) one in every four days is rainy

i) Given that she arri Iate on a day without rain, what
she took route C?is the probabilitv

ii) Given that she arri
bility that it was a

(b) Let (X,Y) have the joi
by

late on a day, what is the proba-
ainy day?

probability density function given

for0<fr,U,r*U<t
otherwise.

Find the correlation co ient between X and Y .

6. (a) Consider the linear

where p is the unknown ion parameter of interest and
€i's are independent r variables satisfying E(e;) :0 and

. Find Best Linear Unbiased EstiVar(e;): a2 (unknown
mator of 0.

Let {Xn,n:0,7,2,...} be a Markov chain with state space
s : {0, 1,2,3} and ition matrix

l) Calculate PlXr : 1

f @,a): { 3

(b)

:iii)



ii) Check whether the

7. (a) Consider a random sam
density

f @;e) :2(o

ain is irleducible

le of size 1 from the population with

{le',0 <r<0,0>0.

(b)

i) Obtain the maxim likelihood estimate of 0 (bv check-
ing if it maximizes he likelihood).

zz) Find an unbiased

The average yield of n in an experiment with treatment
A is claimed to be than that with treatment B. De-
scribe a statistical test this claim, based on yield data
trom n4 and ne experi with treatment A and B. re-
spectively. Clearly the null and alternative hypothe-

umptions needed.ses and the underlying



Sample Questions for Gro

1. (a) Consider the fbllowing

mtnimtze c'r

where A€R*xn,ce
z) Show that the opti

ming problem is eq
tions in non-r

iz) If the optimal sol
there cannot be fi

p B (Operations Research)

subject to Ar ) b,r ) 0,

and b € R*.

solution to this linear program-
ent to solving a system of equa-

variables.

ion is not unique then show that
optirnal solutions to the

ansportation problem always has a

(b)

2. (u)

ely many
linear programmin problem.

The set of all feasible utions to a linear programming
problem is a convex

If the 'ith row of the pa matrix of an m x n rectangular
by a convex combination of thegame be strictly domi

other rows of the matri , then show that the deletion of the
does not affect the set of optimali'h row from the matri

strategies for the row

Letf:-R"--Rbe Then show that x is
a global minimum if only if V/(x) : 0.

(b)

(") Show that a balanced t
feasible solution.

The working hours of a B company which operates round the
clock are divided into conti us blocks of 4 hours each (see the
block timings in the table ). Each employee can report for
the duty only at the beginni g of any block, and work for 8 con-
tinuous hours. Based on the k load, the number of employees
recuired in block i is at I ri, i : 1,2,...,6. The values of r;
are given in the table below.



Block (z Timings T6

I 300-0700 2

2 700-1100 10

J 100-1500 I4
4 500-1900 8
tr 900-2300 10

fi 30G0300 3

The manager of
minimum numbr

(a) Formulate

(b) Check if (0

(c) Using duali

(a) Consider tl4.

(b)

where p, q t

Formulate
Iem.

LetAeR'
systems har

Syste

Syste

Solve the fr/n\

where k >

the compan
:r of employt

bhe problem

,14,0,8,2
ty, solve the

re problem:

minimir

subject

=Rn,b€Rn'
bhe above pr

"". Show tl
; a solution:

m1: Ar
m2: A"g

rllowing prot

maximiz,

subject t

I is fixed and

wishes to run the
i.

an optimization

2) is a feasible sol

roblem.

ptrla
) qtr+p' q'r+P

,oAr:b
r)0,

A e R^*n and a,
rblem as linear pro

at exactly one of t

<0forsomer€fi
:0, a )0forsorr

em:

f (r1, 12, 13) : tr

trrJ_rz*r?:k,
1L,fr2,Ig A,fQ pOSiti

operations with

croblem.

ution.

1i

0eR
gramming prob-

he following two

eg€R^.

,rrirs

ve real numbers.



Sample Questions for Groqp B (Quality Management)

1. (u) A process has five operaltion steps,S1,?:1(1)5. Defects ob-
tained in each step and {he number of units produced over a

fixed time period are de4oted by Dt andUi respectively. Ex-
plain the procedure for $nding out defects per unit (DPUi),
throughput yield at eacf step, rolled throughput yield and
total def'ects per unit usflng rolled throughput yield with an
underlying Poisson distr[bution.

(b) Outline the procedure for obtaining normaiized yield and
DP(J1yo,* for the proceqs described in (a) above.

(c) Considering a 1.5o shift, explain the procedure for obtaining
the Z96o11-7"r* aJtd ZNor^ for the same process.

2. (a) Consider the manufactupe of a mechanical component used
irr a copier machine. Ttie parts are manufactured rn a ma-
chining process at a rate of approximately 100 parts per day.
For various reasons the process is operating at a first-pass
yield of abofi 757o. Afout 60% of the fallout can be re-
worked into an acceptaple product, and the rest must be
scrapped. The direct rrlanufacturing cost is approximately
Rs. 20 per part. Parts fthat can be re-worked incur an ad-
ditional processing charge of Rs. 4. Find the manufacturing
cost per good part prodpced.

(b) An engineering study o{ the process described in (a) above
reveals that excessive pqocess variability is responsibie for
the extremely high fallqut. A new statistical process con-
trol procedure is implerprented that reduces the variability
and consequently the prbcess fallout decreases ftom 25To to
5%. Of the 5% fallou! produced, about 60To can be re-
wolked, and the remairiing 40To are scrapped. What will
be the manufacturing cQst per good part produced after the
process control program is implemented? How much will be
Lhe % reduction in manlrfacturing cost?

110



Sample Questions fo Group B (Reliability)

1. (a) The UN scculity co

bers having 7 points
I consists of five perrrranent menl-

and ten temporary members hav-
ing 1 point each. In r to get a resolution passed, at

in favour. Present this problemleast 39 points are n
(of getting a resoiution passed) as a coherent system with
15 components and o in the structural importance of the
components. Find a n
the system.

trivial modular decomoosition of

(b) Prove that the min p sets of a coherent system are the
min cut sets of its dual vice versa.

2. (a) The hazard rate for an is given by

n@ : {2,*
where a,b,trs are positi
function. For known

if0<r{rs
r-ro), ifrlrg,

constants. Derive the reliability
and based on random right cen-
down the likelihood function forsored lifetime data, wri

estimatins a and b.

(b) Consider the Weibull d ribution with reliability function

R(t) : e- ,t)0,a)0,p>0.
When does the bution have decreasine failure rate?

Obtain an , possibly in the form of an integral,
for the mean remai ng life function for this distribution.

3. (u) Suppose the n com nts of a parallel system have inde-
imes with failure rates as )r, . . . , l*.pendent exponential Ii

Compute the system re
tem lifetime.

ability function and the mean sys-

Suppose that two ind
exponentially distribu
per hour, are either to

ent systems, with identical and

by configuration. For I
of one over the other

i)
ii,)

(b)
lifetime with failure rate 3 x 10-/

placed in active parallel or a stand-

' 7 years, derive the reliability gain
figuration.



4. (a) Consider a series s
each with strength havi
rameter a. The system
Iowing exponential dis
ponent fails when the
reliability of the system

(b) Suppose n independent
distribution are put on
Find the distribution
test. Derive the maxi

(u)

(b)

(")

(d)

with two independent cornponents
g exponential distribution with pa-

subjected to a random stress fol-
ibution with parameter 13. A com-
ress exceeds its strenqth. Find the

nits each having erponent'ial ()) life
a life test for a pre-fixed time 76.

the nqmber of faiiures during the
m likelihood estimate of expected

number of such failures

5. Consider a coherent system ith four independent components 1,

2. 3 and 4. in which the min ath sets are {1,3}, {2,3} and {a}.

6. (u)

Write down the s function of the system.

Write down the min cu sets of the system

If the lifetime of the zth
tribution over [0, i] for

component follows the uniform dis-
i: 1, 2, 3, 4, find the reliability of

the system at time f )
Prove that the reliabili
less than or equal to

of the above system at time f is

41-lI

where 1(.) denotes the i

An equipment is r by a spare in the event of its failure
or having reached the of ?0, whichever is earlier. Let F
be the lifetime distribu ion of the equipment. Derive the
expectation of this r

Consider a one-unit ice and suppose that there are n
When the operating unit fails, it issDares stocked at time 0

replaced by a spare havi independent and identical life dis-
tribution given by the ity f(r) : ),e-^', ) ) 0, r ) 0.

Assume that all the ents are instantaneous. Derive

nt time.

(b)



an explessiorr to deter
that the probability of

ine the rriirrimurn value of n suclr
uninterrupted service over time in-
0.95.terval (0,1] is more th



Sample Questions for Group (Statistical Quality Control)

1. (a) For a single sampling
ciated with rejection,
function of product q

(b) Derive the following
of a single sampling

an with curtailed inspection asso-

expression fbr ASN as aive the

erties of the binomial OC function
with sample size n and acceptance

number cataprocess p

B(c+I,n*L,p - B(",n,p) : qb(c -t 7,n,p)

where

B(c,n,p) : ,nrP)

2- (u) Show that rf \ : 2(u

c

\- ar
lJ-\

bhe chart is equivalent
1) for the EWMA control chart,

a tr.r period moving average control
chart in the sense th
Iarge t.

For a control chart of a
teristic if all of the next
the center line, we concl
(i)What is the o risk? (

deviation and remains

ally distributed quality charac-
points fall on the same side of

that the process is out ofcontrol.
i)If the mean shifts by one standard

seven samples then
this decision rule.

here during collection of the next
what is the p risk associated with

3. (a) Describe any one met for estimating the process capa-
when the quality characteristic isbility indices C, and

a non-normal variable.

mid-specification for a variable
ow that the extent of off-specification
ill be minimum assuming that the

is more than the desired en-
losses incurred oer unit on both

sides of the specificati limits are identical.

the control limits are identical for

(b)

(b) A process operates at
quality characteristic. S

and the associated loss

natural variation of the
gineering tolerance and



Describe a procedule fbrj'estirnating process capability when
each subgroup consists ff an individual unit.

In designing a fraction rionconforming chart with centre line
at p :0.20 and 3-sigm$. limits, (i) what sample size (n) is
required to yield a posit[ve lower contro] limit and (ii) what
value of n is necessary to obtain a probability of 0.50 fbr
detecting a shift in the frocess p to 0.26?

4. (u)

(b)

15


